INTRODUCTION CENTRAL PLACE THEORY
A growing awareness of the need for a comprehenThe first written exposition of central place theory sive approach to regional and local planning for dates from the publication in 1933 of Walter studying urban and rural areas as parts of an interrelaChristaller's Die Zentralen Orte in Suddeutschland. 1 ted socio-economic system has stimulated interest in Briefly, Christaller noted that the spatial organization the problem of delineating economic regions, areas, of economic activities was ordered around a hierarchy and sub-areas. The Office of Business Economics, U.
of urban places. At the top of the hierarchy are the S. Department of Commerce, has designated 173 cities which serve as the central place for a broad economic sub-areas in the U. S. for purposes of planhinterland relative to very specialized services (such as ning by federal agencies. State governments are also higher education, regional government, the arts, etc.). busy delineating planning areas for state and local
At the bottom of the hierarchy are the hamlets and agencies. Ten such planning areas were designated in villages, which serve as the central place for a someSouth Carolina by executive order of the Governor in what smaller hinterland relative to such everyday March 1969. Presumably, future public policies and activities as food purchasing and local government. In programs in such fields as natural resource managethe middle strata are wholesale centers, area shopping ment, industrial development, housing, and highway centers, etc., which serve intermediate-sized hinterconstruction, etc., will be designed and implemented lands[l, p. 107]. on the basis of these spatial delineations.
The role of the central place as the economic cenAlthough economic geography has made major ter of some spatial expanse may be demonstrated by strides in recent years toward the development of observing traffic flows as manifested in shopping analytical tools for the study of spatial economic patterns, distribution systems or the journey-to-work phenomena, there is no definitive system for delineof commuters. Ideally, all three measures should be ating economic areas. However, there are two basic used together, but data limitations often intervene to concepts upon which such delineation may be postuforce a more restricted observation. In such cases, lated: (1) the "homogeneity concept," which views commuter patterns appear to be a useable index of an area as being composed of spatial units which are the attraction of a central place over some hinterland. of similar economic structure and character; (2) the A particular pattern of commuting is built up because development pole, or nodal development theory, of the local geographic distribution of jobs [5, p. which views an area as the hinterland of some central 125]. The number of jobs in any one location is place [7, pp. 709-727] . Actually, areas defined on proportional to the number of economic functions the basis of the development pole or nodal concept performed at that site. The larger the central place, may be homogeneous to the extent that the residents the greater the number of functions it performs, the of the surrounding hinterland interact in the same greater the employment requirements of each funccentral place [2, p. 366] . Our objective is to employ tion, and the wider the hinterland over which it a synthesis of the two concepts using tools developed attracts workers to man its economic activities. It by economic geographers and traffic planners for follows, therefore, that there is also a hierarchy of other purposes.
hinterlands (regions, areas, sub-areas) which corre-*NDEA fellow and assistant professor, respectively, Clemson University. Christaller [4] .
spond to the hierarchical ranking of their node or K = the probability that any one worker central place and that the boundaries of these hinterwithin the state will commute; lands might be delineated on the basis of the prevailing or dominating direction of commuter patterns. T = the actual total number of commuters who made trips within the GRAVITY-FLOW ANALYSIS specified time period; and For several years, traffic engineers have made use P = the total labor force of the state. of a concept borrowed from Newtonian physics to quantify the potential flow of traffic from one point Similarly, the probability that the commuter's destito another. Essentially, the concept of gravity is nationwillbecountyjistheratio: adapted to examine the attraction between two areas of human activity (e.g., two counties) and their poPj tential for interaction. The basic premise is that the PJ T attracting force for interaction between two spatial units is proportional to the population mass of the where two units. A friction against interaction is caused by the intervening space over which the interaction must PJ = the probability that the destination take place. That is to say, interaction between two iscountyj; centers of activity varies directly with some function of the population size of the centers and inversely Pj = the labor force of county; and with some function of distance [8, p. 494; 3, p. 94] . Stated mathematically, the general gravity-flow P = term defined previously. model may be written:
Thus, the probability that the worker will commute and will commute to county j is the product (K) (PJ). f(PiPj) J f(Dij ) Now, if there are Pi workers residing in county i, it is possible to estimate the number of commuters where ' -from county i to county j by:
Ii. = a measure of the interaction beij = (P)(K)(PJ) tween center i and center j; where Pi,Pj = the population of center i and j, re---spectively;and j 'Ti = the total expected number of commuters from county i to county j;
Di. = the distance between center i and center j. Pi,K,PJ = terms defined previously.
The model can be modified to examine commuter There are two very strict assumptions associated patterns by specifying the population variables as the with the gravity-flow model as developed above. resident labor force of some county and distance as First, it is assumed that all counties in the state are the road mileage between county seats (or some alterhomogeneous with respect to the average propensity native central location in the county).
to commute. That is, the probability that a worker will commute to an out-of-county job is the same for A step-by-step development of the gravity-flow every county in the state. Second, the coefficient of model in explicit terms has been worked out by friction associated with the distance between counties Walter Isard and David Bramhall, and the following i and j is zero. This latter assumption can be relaxed paragraphs draw heavily from their work [8, pp. somewhat by obtaining an estimate of the friction of 495499].
distance by using regression techniques. One procedure which shows promise is to regress the logarithm The probability that any one worker will commute of the ratio of actual to expected commuters on the within a given-spatial expanse, such as a state, can be logarithm of the distance between the two counties, expressed as the ratio:
such that: Greenville. The second order included the three third I~ T b=terms' dfndpvosyorder places plus Anderson, Spartanburg, and York Then, since counties, a total of six places. Fourteen places were classified as first order places, including all the T = K i j second-order places plus eight additional counties: -p .P Aiken, Cherokee (Gaffney), Florence, Georgetown, Greenwood, Orangeburg, Sumter, and Union. These notation can be simplified by letting counties, or central places, were considered destinacy~~K "^^~~~ -tion, or "j" counties; that is, they were the nodes cK G = c around which three orders of economic areas were delineated. so that Each of the three orders of economic areas was Grplp.
delineated independently of each other. A county I1. = G -i p was assigned to the hinterland of one of the central (Dij )bJ places in a particular order if that central place attracted a greater number of.potential commuters (per whioh is a restatement in explicit terms of the generthousand resident labor force) than any alternative alized gravity-flow model presented above.
central place of the same order. That is, in the third order of the hierarchy, a county was assigned to the A MODEL FOR APPLICATION central place of Charleston, Richland, or Greenville, depending on which of these counties had the highest To accomplish the objective of this study, the potential as a destination for the commuting workers gravity-flow model outlined 'above was used to place df the county. Table 1 is a presentation of the graviboundaries on commuter hinterlands for a hierarchy ty-model calculations for each of these 14 central The principal weakness of the central place graviother. Consequently, any evaluation of the use of ty-flow method, as applied in this study, is its reliance central place theory and gravity-flow analysis to on one measure (in this case, commuter patterns) of delineate areas in this manner must be somewhat interaction as the criterion for delineation. Undoubtsubjective.
edly, there are many other measures of interaction which should also be introduced into the delineation There are two positive observations, however, relascheme. One promising technique for doing so intive to the system of delineation reported above: (1) volves the use of multiple factor analysis. Data limitaCentral place theory is a widely accepted theory of tions, however, preclude empirical attempts to apply economic geography which has been empirically this technique without expensive field surveys of tested in several parts of the world. Thus, there shopping patterns, patronage of the arts, etc. 
